Getting started with

Amazon Attribution (beta)
Help grow your business on Amazon by optimizing experiences off
Amazon. Designed to help you understand how your non-Amazon
marketing strategies impact shopping activity and sales on Amazon,
Amazon Attribution gives you the opportunity to ensure your
campaigns are resonating with customers no matter where they are
in their journeys.
This guide will answer common questions about getting started with
Amazon Attribution and using the tool to help maximize your sales
opportunities on Amazon.
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Product overview:

What is Amazon Attribution?
Amazon Attribution is a free self-service measurement solution that aims to help you grow your
business on Amazon by optimizing customer experiences off Amazon. It enables advertisers to
understand how their non-Amazon marketing channels impact shopping activity and sales on Amazon.
For the first time, Amazon vendors and sellers are able to connect their digital strategies—for search,
social, display, email, and video campaigns—to Amazon conversion metrics, including sales, add to
carts, and detail page views.

Key features of the Amazon Attribution console
Below are a few key features of the Amazon Attribution console that help you start to draw insights
and create optimization strategies.
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Self-service
console

Generate Amazon Attribution tags and begin
measuring your non-Amazon campaigns quickly
and at your own convenience.

Full-funnel
Amazon
metrics

Access insights from awareness to purchase, with
metrics including clicks, detail page views, add to
carts, and sales.

Singular
view

Ensure all Amazon conversions are accounted for
regardless of whether they occur on desktops,
laptops, or mobile devices.

Unified
performance

Understand which non-Amazon strategies are
helping you reach your goals using Amazon
conversion metrics to assess cross-channel
performance.

On-demand
reporting

Get insight into campaign performance in-flight
with Amazon conversion metrics available on
demand for your campaigns.
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How can Amazon Attribution help me grow my business?
Given that shoppers today engage with brands across as few as three or as many as 300 touchpoints1
before making a purchase, we designed Amazon Attribution to help advertisers better understand how
these increasingly complex shopping journeys affect shopping activity and sales on Amazon. Amazon
Attribution provides advertisers with the insights they need to execute cross-channel optimization
strategies. This can help maximize the impact of their non-Amazon marketing campaigns, both paid
and organic, to drive business growth on Amazon.

ₒ

Connect cross-channel performance to business goals

ₒ

Discover new sales opportunities

ₒ

Grow return on investment (ROI)

ₒ

Plan future strategies insightfully

Instead of relying only on upper-funnel metrics for each of your marketing
channels, get a full-funnel view of how your marketing strategies help you achieve
your business objectives regardless of channel.

Using the insights from the Amazon Attribution console, you’ll learn more about
how shoppers are engaging with your brand on Amazon and uncover new
opportunities to drive product discovery and sales.

Whether your campaigns are paid or organic, you can make in-flight optimizations,
informed by Amazon conversion reporting, to ensure your strategies are effectively
and efficiently driving sales on Amazon.

With insight into which strategies drive sales performance for your brand, you can
ensure your future marketing campaigns are set up for success from the start

Amazon Confidential | Source: 1. Think with Google (https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/feature/search-intent-marketing-funnel/#/))
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Attribution methodology
Amazon Attribution utilizes a 14-day, last-touch attribution model. 14-day means that
the lookback window from the point of conversion is 14 days.

14-day attribution window

The shopping journey

May 1st
Click on
video ad –
Channel A

May 12th
Click on
display ad –
Channel B

May 13th
Click on
search ad –
Channel C

May 17th
Purchase

In the above example, the May 1st video click would not be considered to receive credit
since it is outside of the 14-day window. Last touch means that the last click receives
credit for the conversion. In this case, that means the May 13th search ad click receives
credit for the purchase on May 17th.

Amazon Confidential.
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Getting started:

How to register for Amazon Attribution
Amazon Attribution is available to professional sellers enrolled in Amazon Brand Registry, vendors,
and agencies that sell products in the US on amazon.com and to vendors that sell products in the
UK on amazon.co.uk. Follow the below steps to register.

1. Log in to your Seller Central account.
Once logged in, visit sellercentral.amazon.com/attribution. Note: the Seller Central account used to
register for Amazon Attribution must be considered a “brand representative” by Amazon Brand
Registry. To verify that your account has “brand representative status” or to request it, reach out to
Seller Support.

2. Click “Register” to receive your email invitation.
This will trigger an invitation to your corresponding email address.

3. Accept email invitation from DSP Support.
You should receive an email invitation from DSP Support. Click “Accept invite & sign in” to log in to the
Amazon Attribution console. If you do not receive the email, check your spam folder or you can resend
your invitation from the Amazon Attribution site within Seller Central.

4. Invite agency partners or other relevant users.
Invite relevant users, including agency partners, channel specialists, and managers of ad operations and
analytics, to help manage your account by clicking “User management” under “Manage” in the top
navigation bar. From the “User management” page, you can click “Invite user” to invite relevant users
via email. Once they’ve accepted your invitation, they can log in and begin creating campaigns (orders)
on your behalf.
For more information on how to register or to register as a vendor,
visit advertising.amazon.com/amazon-attribution.

Amazon Confidential.
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Getting started:

Amazon Attribution best practices
Before you start using Amazon Attribution to measure your non-Amazon marketing and media
channels, we recommend keeping a few best practices in mind.



Become an expert—take our learning console course and attend our webinar.

For a more in-depth overview of how to use Amazon Attribution, take our course in the Amazon
Advertising learning console and attend one of our webinars. Access the learning console course and
the pre-recorded webinar via the Amazon Attribution help center once you’ve registered. Note:
Newly registered users should receive an invite to a live webinar with a Q&A session.



Have a specific campaign goal or hypothesis in mind.

Since Amazon Attribution provides conversion metrics across the shopping journey, it’s important to
understand the goal of your strategies in advance. Are you aiming to boost brand awareness, grow
consideration for your products, or drives sales? Identifying these objectives in advance will enable
you to quickly understand what’s working and what’s not, so you can optimize as needed.



Use campaign goals to inform campaign set up.

The way you set up your campaigns within Amazon Attribution determines how you view results in
your reporting. You have the ability to test as many or as few strategies as you wish, depending on
what insights you’re hoping to receive. The more explicit the set up, the more useful the insights.
Learn more about measurement best practices on page 20.
For example, if you’re only interested in looking at overall metrics for each channel (email, social,
display, video), you can create a single tag and implement that tag across each channel’s
placements. All social campaigns would use the same tag; all email campaigns would use the same
tag; etc. If you want to understand how different strategies within a channel perform, each of those
would have different tags. Social campaign A would use tag 1; social campaign B would use tag 2;
display campaign C would use tag 3; display campaign D would use tag 4.



Provide feedback—we want to hear from you.

Our mission is to create a tool that helps you grow your business on Amazon, so we’re constantly
trying to understand how we can improve. Click here to provide feedback on what’s working well,
what can be improved, and how we can help.
Amazon Confidential.
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Getting started:

Understanding Amazon Attribution campaign
hierarchy and terminology
You’ll set up your Amazon Attribution campaigns based on the Amazon products you are
promoting. The below graphic will help you understand the hierarchy and terminology to keep in
mind when creating campaigns.

Account (entity): Third-party seller enrolled
in Amazon Brand Registry that corresponds
to a merchant account

Account

Advertiser: Third-party seller enrolled in
Amazon Brand Registry

Advertiser(s)

Order 1:
- Goal: drive sales

- Product group: X

Line item 1:

- Channel:
Email
- Publisher:
N/A
- URL:
detail page Y

Order 2:

- Goal: drive sales
- Product group: Y

Line item 2:

- Channel:
Social
- Publisher:
Facebook
- URL:
detail page Y

Line item 3:

- Channel:
Social
- Publisher:
Instagram
- URL:
detail page Y

Orders: A group of line items that measure
conversions for the same products. (Ex. Q4
holiday push | product Y.) You’ll select the
specific ASINs to associate and measure
during order creation. These are also called
“campaigns”. There is no limit to the
number of campaigns.
Line items: These represent the specific
tactics for each channel, with information
including the channel, ad publisher, and
click-through URL*. (Ex. 20% off test |
Instagram). Each line item receives a unique
attribution tag and will measure Amazon
conversions for the ASINs selected during
order creation.

*Note: When considering destination URL, we recommend thinking about your goals and the products
you selected during order creation. If you are hoping to drive sales for a specific product, you probably
want to drive to the associated product page. If you are hoping to drive consideration across a number
of products, it may make sense to drive to your Store on Amazon instead.

Amazon Confidential.
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Getting started:

How to create Amazon Attribution campaigns
Follow these step-by-step instructions to generate and implement unique Amazon Attribution tags
for each of the marketing and media tactics you want to measure. Note: For Google search
campaigns, skip to page 13 to learn how to use bulk operations for campaign creation.

1. Select the appropriate advertiser.
Once you’ve logged in to your account, select the advertiser for which you’re creating campaigns.
(As noted, some companies might have a single advertiser while others may have multiple
advertisers under one account.)

Advertiser 1
Advertiser 2

2. Create a new order.
Click “New order” to begin creating your campaign. As a reminder, an order represents a grouping of
line items which track conversions and activity for the same products.

Advertiser 1

New product launch

Amazon Confidential.
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3. Select the appropriate creation method.
On the “New order” page, you’ll see two options under creation method. Select “Manually create
order and tags” for all campaign types with the exception of Google search. For Google search,
select “Upload file to create order and tags” and use the Bulk Operations feature. For instructions on
using Bulk Operations to create tags for your Google search campaigns, skip to page 13.

4. Select the corresponding products.
Once you’ve selected to manually create the order, you’ll see the “Products” pane. Here you should
see all the products your selected advertiser is currently selling on Amazon. We recommend
selecting the specific products, and any associated variations (click “Add variations”), featured in the
campaign’s creative. Note: Performance for all other products under the same brand will be
captured within “Total” metrics in reporting.

If you don’t see the products you’re looking for, reach out to Seller Support and include a list of the
missing ASINs, reference Amazon Attribution, and provide your MCID.

5. Enter your Order settings and click “Continue to line items”.
In the “Order settings” pane, enter an identifiable name for your order. We recommend ensuring
your order name reflects the products you’re advertising or your campaign theme or goal.

Amazon Confidential.
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6. Create your line item.
Line item name: Enter an identifiable name for your line item. We recommend naming your line
item based on the strategy for the specific placement where this tag will be implemented.
Publisher: Select the publisher that corresponds to your ad or post. If you don’t see the publisher
listed, select “New” and enter the publisher’s name.
Channel: Once you’ve selected the publisher, a “Channel” dropdown will appear. Select the
channel that corresponds with the campaign you’re looking to measure.
Click-through URL: Enter the Amazon destination that you want to drive customers to once they
click your campaign.
Note: If your non-Amazon marketing tactics include Amazon Associates for affiliate marketing, just
use the customized link as the destination URL.

7. Copy generated tag within the Amazon Attribution console.
Once you’ve successfully created a line item within the Amazon Attribution, you’ll see the unique
tag. Click to copy this tag.

Amazon Confidential.
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8. Paste the tag in the relevant campaign.
Paste each copied tag into your self-service campaign manager, or provide the tag directly to the
publisher if your media is site-served. The Amazon Attribution tag should be implemented in the
destination URL field for the specific ad unit, link, or button.

Note: The above image is an example. The UI and experience will differ
based on the campaign management tool you’re using.

9. Launch your campaign and begin measuring.
After implementing your Amazon Attribution tags and launching your campaigns, we recommend
waiting 1-2 days to validate Amazon Attribution reporting against the reports in your channel
manager. Note: You may see a small variance (10-15%) in reported clicks due to differences in
click-counting methodologies.
For more information on how to test and troubleshoot your tags, follow the instructions under
“Attribution tags” in the help center.

Amazon Confidential.
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Getting started:

How to create Amazon Attribution campaigns –
bulk operations for Google search

Bulk operations is currently only available for Google search campaigns in the Amazon Attribution
console. It enables you to easily tag and measure up to 100,000 keywords by uploading a single file.
Follow the below instructions to create Amazon Attribution tags for your Google search campaigns
and implement them in your campaigns.

1-2. Follow steps 1 and 2 on page 9.
This will let you select the appropriate advertiser and create a new order.

3. Select the appropriate creation method.
On the “New order” page, you’ll see two options under creation method. Select “Upload file to create
order and tags”.

4. Download the bulk file template.
Under “Bulk upload settings, click “Download template” to retrieve the bulk file.

5. Follow the instructions to pull required information from Google Ads.
Follow the steps on the “Instructions” tab of the downloaded template to create a report that
includes the required columns listed in the template. Copy that information into your downloaded
template.

Amazon Confidential.
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6. Upload your completed bulk file template and ensure no errors.
If you’ve completed your file, click “Choose a file” under “Bulk upload settings”. If it uploads
successfully, click “Continue to bulk operations”. If not, fix any errors listed and re-upload.

7. Select the corresponding products.
Next you’ll see the “Products” pane where you will see all the products your selected advertiser is
currently selling on Amazon. We recommend selecting the specific products, and any associated
variations (click “Add variations”), featured in the campaign’s creative. Note: Performance for all
other products under the same brand will be captured within “Total” metrics in reporting.

8. Upload your final bulk sheet to your Google Ads manager.
Download the resulting bulk sheet, with the associated Amazon Attribution campaign information,
to your Google Ads manager. Navigate to “Keywords”, select “More”, and click “Upload”.

9. Launch your campaign and begin measuring.
After implementing your Amazon Attribution tags and launching your campaigns, we recommend
waiting 1-2 days to validate Amazon Attribution reporting against the reports in your channel
manager. Note: You may see a small variance (10-15%) in reported clicks due to differences in
click-counting methodologies.
For more information on how to test and troubleshoot your tags, follow the instructions under
“Attribution tags” in the help center.
Amazon Confidential.
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Using Amazon Attribution:

Reporting 101

Visit the “Report center” under “Manage” in the Amazon Attribution navigation to access reporting for
your tagged campaigns. Here you’ll find two types of downloadable reports available to help you
understand the impact of your campaigns.

• Performance report: Use this to access reporting across all campaigns that were not
created using Bulk Operations for Google search
• Keyword and creative report: Use this to access keyword-level performance for Google
search campaigns created using Bulk Operations

In the “Report center”, click the arrow to select the report you’re looking to download.

Regardless of which report you’re using, you can schedule your report to be delivered to your inbox on a
regular basis. Just select “Scheduled” next to “Report request time” and set your schedule and subscribe.

Amazon Confidential.
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As you review reporting for your non-Amazon campaigns, here are few things to keep in mind.

ₒ

Calculating conversion rates for promoted metrics

Conversions rates for the following promoted metrics are not available in your
downloadable reports: detail page view rate (DPVR), add to cart rate (ATCR), and
purchase rate. However, they are available for total metrics. Use the below formulas
to calculate conversion rates for promoted metrics:
• DPVR (detail page view rate) = Detail page views / clicks
• ATCR (add to cart rate) = Add to carts / clicks
• Purchase rate = Purchases / clicks

ₒ

Understanding campaign cost efficiency to grow return on ad spend

While Amazon Attribution metrics report on the volume of conversions and the rate
at which conversions occur, it’s important to remember that campaigns that drive the
most conversions may not be the most efficient.
To protect your confidential information, Amazon Attribution does not ask for cost
data. You can download the offline cost performance calculator, available in the
Amazon Attribution Help Center, to easily incorporate your media costs. The
template includes formulas to help you calculate media efficiency metrics, including
cost per detail page view, cost per add to cart, cost per purchase and return on
ad spend.

ₒ

Using visuals to understand campaign results

Amazon Attribution reports are available in Excel spreadsheet form. That said, we
understand that visuals can help you more quickly assess performance of trends over
time.
Download the cost performance calculator, available in the Amazon
Attribution Help Center, to easily visualize your reporting.

Amazon Confidential.
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Using Amazon Attribution:

Understanding Amazon conversion metrics
Amazon Attribution offers a number of Amazon Attribution metrics to help close the loop on shopping
journeys as customers engage and make purchases on Amazon. It’s crucial to understand where each
metric fits into the shopping journey, so you can understand the full-funnel impact of your nonAmazon marketing campaigns.

Awareness: Invest in
growing the total audience
of Amazon shoppers who
are aware of your brand

- Clicks

Consideration: Help
maximize purchase intent
by telling your brand and
product story

Purchase: Stay present
when shoppers are ready
to buy
Loyalty: Help re-engage your
current customers and drive
additional purchases

- Detail page views
- Add to carts

- Purchases
- Sales

All of the
above
metrics

Understanding how each metric impacts the shopping journey helps you ensure your campaigns are
meeting your business goals. If the original campaign objective was to drive awareness, focus on
clicks to understand the total audience your campaigns are engaging. Alternatively, if you aimed to
drive purchases, focus on sales.
The metrics that fall outside of your direct goal can help guide next steps. For example, imagine your
campaign to drive sales received a high add-to-cart rate but low sales performance. What can you
test to improve campaign results? Maybe a different audience, a stronger CTA, or another landing
page to grow add-to-cart rate, which in turn can help drive sales.
Amazon Confidential.
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Using Amazon Attribution:

Metrics glossary
You’ll find two types of metrics in the Amazon Attribution console and reporting: total and promoted.
Below is a glossary of defined metrics, including these types.

• “Total” conversions: Conversions that happened across all products under the advertiser
selected during campaign creation. (Promoted conversions + brand halo conversions).
• “Promoted” conversions: Conversions that happened for the specific products selected
during campaign creation. In the console, promoted metrics are not labeled. For example,
you’ll see Total DPV views and DPV views. In this case, DPV views refers to detail page views
that happen after your campaign was viewed for the specific products selected during
campaign creation.
• Clicks: The total number of times your campaign was clicked.
• Detail page views: The total number of times one of your product detail pages is viewed
after clicks to your campaign.
• Add to carts: The total number of times a product is added to cart after clicks to your
campaign.
• Purchases: The total number of times a product is purchased after clicks to your campaign.
• Sales: The dollar value associated with the number of purchases.

Amazon Confidential.
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Using Amazon Attribution:

Drawing actionable insights
As you review your campaign results, ask yourself these questions to help inform your optimization
strategy.



Did the campaign meet your original objective?

Think back to the goal you originally set for your campaign. Were you aiming to boost brand
awareness, grow product consideration, or drive sales? Based on your goal, use the shopping journey
to determine which metrics you should focus on to understand whether your campaign was successful.



Are there elements you can test to improve performance?

If you answered yes to the above question, consider whether there are additional tests you can run to
drive even more impact from your campaign. If your goal is to grow product consideration, for
example, you might consider testing a different landing page—your Store vs. a product detail page—
to see if it leads to a higher add-to-cart rate.
If you answered no to the above question, consider whether it makes sense to end the campaign
completely or to test various elements to try and improve performance. If your campaign to grow
product consideration received low detail page views and add to carts, maybe it’s worth testing
different campaign messaging.



How can you improve return on investment?

For paid channels, use the cost performance calculator to ensure your campaigns are driving
performance efficiently. You can adjust your bidding strategies based on performance to help drive
efficiencies. For organic channels, consider the amount of resources that goes into creating these
campaigns to help you determine whether the performance makes your efforts worthwhile. For
example, if you’re spending a lot of time and effort creating a YouTube channel, but seeing low
performance driven by these videos on Amazon, are they worth the resources?

Amazon Confidential.
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Using Amazon Attribution insights:

Best practices for measurement and optimization
There are a number of ways you can use insights from the Amazon Attribution console to help you
measure and optimize your non-Amazon marketing campaigns. Below are a few basic use cases to
consider as you begin using Amazon Attribution. Note: We recommend waiting at least 14 days after
campaign launch to begin making optimizations due to the attribution methodology.

1. Maximize the channel impact

Find out which channels and publishers are most effectively and
efficiently driving value for your business on Amazon. Optimize
toward the highest performing channels or test to learn how you
can improve performance on the low performers.

2. Reach the right audiences

Get insight into which non-Amazon audiences* are most valuable
to your business and which require different engagement
strategies. Test unique ways to motivate them to continue to
connect with your business.

3. Ensure your creatives resonate

Learn how different messaging or creatives* across various
channels impact shopping activity on Amazon. Test different
ways to better tailor your messaging to your audiences regardless
of where they are in their shopping journeys.

4. Create engaging on-Amazon experiences

Understand how shopping activity changes based on where you
direct your customers to Stores or detail pages. Test different
landing page strategies based on where shoppers are in their
journeys, where they’re coming from, or what they can do next.

*Note: When running creative or audience tests, be sure to create a unique Amazon Attribution tag for each tactic.

Amazon Confidential.
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Additional resources
The links below can help you navigate Amazon Attribution more easily. On the following pages, you’ll
find success stories and blog posts to help you understand how you can use Amazon Attribution to
drive business growth on Amazon.
• Amazon Advertising blog—Amazon Attribution product page
• Amazon Attribution Seller Central—registration page
• Seller Central—Seller Support
• Amazon Attribution console—log in page
• Amazon Attribution console—help center
• Amazon Brand Benefits—Amazon Attribution

Amazon Confidential.
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Frequently asked questions
Eligibility for Amazon Attribution
• What are the requirements to participate in the
Amazon Attribution beta?
The beta is available at no cost to Amazon
Vendors in the US or UK and Registered Seller
Brand Owners in the US. Participants must have
at least one active ASIN (non-digital).
• I work at an agency, can I sign up for an
Amazon Attribution account?
Amazon Attribution accounts are created for
and owned by advertiser. Enrolled advertisers
can invite their respective agency teams to
receive access. Agencies who work across
multiple advertisers will need to be invited to
each.
• How exactly is access determined for sellers
enrolled in Amazon Brand Registry?
To be eligible for Amazon Attribution, a
merchant account must be both brandregistered and also the Brand Representative.
Both of these designations are controlled by the
Amazon Brand Registry team. Also, merchants
must not have suspensions or fraud blocks on
their account. Any user with access to an eligible
Brand Representative merchant account can
register for Amazon Attribution.
• How can we verify whether my Seller account
has "Brand Representative" status, and how do
we get it assigned?
To request “Brand Representative” status, reach
out to Seller Support.

Account access and setup
• After signing up, how do I log in?
If signup was successful, you will receive an
email invite from “DSP Support”. You must click
the link in the invite to accept the terms and
conditions. After, you can access the console
and invite other users. The console shares a
login with the Amazon Advertising DSP system,
which is separate from Seller Central and
Vendor Central.
• How can I add more brands to my account?
An Amazon Attribution account is automatically
created based on the details of your seller
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merchant account, so you can only associate a
single brand with your account. To find out if
another merchant account is eligible for the
beta, toggle to that merchant account in Seller
Central and visit
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/attribution.
• My brand operates both as a vendor and a
seller. How do I make this work?
First-party vendor accounts and third-party
seller accounts must be separate because they
are wired into the product catalog differently:
vendor accounts use vendor codes and Seller
accounts use merchant IDs. If you want to use
Amazon Attribution for your vendor-sold ASINs
as well as your seller-sold ASINs, please sign up
for two separate accounts.

Measurement methodology
• Is Amazon Attribution able to report on
conversions that occur while shoppers are not
logged into Amazon?
If a user is not logged into Amazon, Amazon
Attribution can measure tagged traffic and
attribute conversions within a single browser
session if the browser permits. To perform
cross-device attribution (e.g. tie a conversion to
a click which occurred on a different device) the
user must log in within the 14-day attribution
window.
• Can I measure if a shopper lands on one of my
products but ends up purchasing one of my
other products?
Yes, the "Total" variant of the metrics will show
the promoted ASINs as well as the brand halo.
For example, Total Sales = Sales (of the ASINs
you select) + Brand Halo Sales (for other
products under the same brand).
• Can I see all of my conversions or only adattributed conversions?
You can only see conversions attributed to the
non-Amazon ads you are measuring. Amazon
ads are not included in attribution (see
methodology questions on this topic for more
detail).
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Frequently asked questions
Measurement methodology (cont.)
• Can I measure my social media campaigns
(including Facebook and Instagram)?
Yes, but due to limitations in cookie-less
environments at this time, your social media posts
and ads must drive directly to Amazon.
Additionally, for ads or posts that are clicked within
an in-app social environment, subsequent Amazon
conversions (detail page views, add-to-carts,
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purchases) must occur during the same browsing
session as the initial click to receive attribution in
reporting. We are continually working on solutions
to improve these limitations.
• What is the lag time for reporting data?
Traffic data is 4-6 hours delayed, and the same is
true for conversions/sales attributed to your
measured campaigns.
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Success Story:

MidWest Homes for Pets
Digital marketing solution provider Tinuiti helped pet supply company MidWest
Homes for Pets accelerate business growth on Amazon using Amazon Attribution

Tinuiti and MidWest Homes for Pets were
looking to understand the impact of their nonAmazon paid search campaigns, as a whole and
at the category level, on Amazon sales and
engagement.

“

Subhead goes here

By recommending that we register for
the Amazon
Attribution
beta, the Tinuiti
Content
goes here.
team helped us access a more holistic
measurement solution that ultimately
has enabled us to accelerate our sales
growth on Amazon.

“

The challenge:

-Neil Smith, Director, e-Commerce at MidWest Homes for Pets

The solution: Amazon Attribution
MidWest Homes for Pets registered for the Amazon Attribution beta to
access on-demand, Amazon conversion metrics, including sales, detail page
views, and add to carts, for each of their non-Amazon marketing strategies.
Specifically, they focused on measuring the performance of their paid search
campaigns, both at the publisher and at the category level to get insight into
what was driving the most sales for their business.

The results

(January – February 2020)

With insight into which channels were driving Amazon sales,
Tinuiti was able to optimize its bidding strategies to focus on the
publishers and categories driving the most sales for MidWest
Homes for Pets on Amazon. These optimizations ultimately helped
drive increased sales on Amazon and helped the brand improve its
return on investment with increase campaign efficiency.

Amazon Attribution insights helped
MidWest Homes for Pets achieve

32%
return on investment (ROI)

Measure

Optimize

Plan

Amazon Attribution enabled Tinuiti to
measure the Amazon sales impact of
their client’s paid search campaigns.

Amazon Attribution insights
informed optimizations to their
marketing strategy.

Using their learnings, the Tinuiti Team
can better plan future strategies to
ensure their client meets sales goals.

Link to blog post: https://advertising.amazon.com/en-us/resources/library/midwest-homes-for-pets
Amazon Confidential. Amazon Internal, February 2020.
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Amazon Advertising Blog:

Optimize your organic marketing to
help grow your Amazon business
Organic marketing channels, like your brand’s social media, email lists and blog, represent key opportunities to
engage your most loyal customers. These customers have taken an action to learn more about your business –
like signing up for your newsletter, following your social posts, or reading the latest article on your blog;
understanding how your messaging is resonating with these audiences and impacting awareness, consideration,
and purchase decisions is important to help grow your business.
Amazon Attribution, a free beta measurement solution, can help do this by providing insights into whether your
organic marketing efforts are effective in helping shoppers discover your brand and products on Amazon. With
Amazon Attribution's measurement console, you’ll have access to insights and metrics to better understand if
your cross-channel campaigns are resonating with your audience, and driving your business goals.
Let’s look at a sample marketing campaign: imagine you’re promoting a particular product across a few organic
channels. Your goal is to drive sales for the product while also growing awareness for your brand. As part of this
effort, you publish an educational blog post, send an email, and post about it on social. Each of these channels
link to that product’s detail page on Amazon.
Below are a few suggestions for how to think about using the metrics provided in the Amazon Attribution
console—including detail page views, click-through rate, and sales—to ensure your organic strategy is
resonating with customers and helping meet your brand’s goals.

Awareness: Grow the total audience of Amazon shoppers exposed to your brand
Let’s say you take a look at the Amazon Attribution console and notice that your blog post drove a high number
of detail page views but a disproportionately low number of sales. You also check your blog analytics and find
that this particular post has received high traffic volume.
These insights suggest that your blog is reaching a larger, top-of-funnel audience that is still in the awareness
stage. So while they’re engaged enough to read the post and click through to the Amazon detail page, they’re
likely not yet ready to make a purchase.
With this in mind, you might consider running a landing page test focused on improving customer engagement,
and helping educate shoppers about your product and brand. Instead of linking to the product detail page, you
can try linking to your Store. Doing so would give shoppers the opportunity to become more familiar with your
brand before making a purchase. Ultimately, you can use the Amazon Attribution console alongside your Stores
Insights dashboard to determine which experience drives the most value for your brand.
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Consideration: Encourage engagement by telling your product story
Another look at the Amazon Attribution console tells you that, unlike your blog post, your social post drove
a very low number of detail page views. However, you check your social analytics and find that the post
received a large volume of likes indicating high engagement.
In this case, you might review the post itself. While the volume of likes suggests that your community is
engaged with your brand, the low volume of detail page views tells you that the post may not have
effectively communicated the product benefits.
In a medium where creativity is crucial, you might consider testing creative options—try swapping the
original image with one that more clearly displays the product’s value and assess the associated metrics.
This will help you understand how your creative resonates with customers, and informs purchase decisions.

Purchase: Maximize purchase intent when shoppers are ready to buy
Finally, let’s take a look at the performance of your email campaign. You’d decided to run a test to
understand how two different calls to action (CTAs), "Shop now" versus "Learn more," affect email
engagement.
Based on the click-through rates provided by your email analytics tool, “Learn more” was the winner and
resonated with a larger audience. However, in looking at the Amazon Attribution console, you see that
“Shop now” actually drove a significantly higher sales volume meaning it resonated with those most likely
to make a purchase.
With this insight in mind, you might consider segmenting your email list in the future, sending emails with
softer CTAs to those who are still becoming familiar with your brand and products, and sending purchaseoriented emails to customers who have already purchased from your brand.
Amazon Attribution is available to professionals sellers enrolled in the Amazon Brand Registry, vendors, and
agencies that sell products in the US on amazon.com and to vendors that sell products in the UK on
amazon.co.uk.
Learn more about how you can use Amazon Attribution to measure and optimize both your organic and
paid marketing efforts, and understand how your non-Amazon marketing tactics are helping drive sales on
Amazon.
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